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n      Gold inched down today from a two-week high hit in the previous session,
as the dollar firmed against yuan, making the precious metal expensive for
buyers in the world�s biggest consumer China.

n   Spot gold fell 0.2 percent to $1,209.04 an ounce, after hitting its highest since
Aug. 13 at $1,212.38 yesterday. U.S gold futures were down 0.1 percent at
$1,215.40 an ounce.

n       The downtrend on the dollar has reversed, with markets probably concerned
over the currency fixing in China. The market is still a little bit nervous overall
when it comes to buying into the weaker U.S dollar narrative.

n        The dollar index inched up 0.1 percent against a basket of six major currencies
today, after falling to a more than three-week low. Gold has lost its appeal as
a safe-haven asset, having fallen over 7 percent so far this year, amid
international trade disputes and the Turkish currency crisis, with investors
increasingly turning to the U.S dollar instead.

n The yellow metal, however, has recovered after touching 1-1/2-year lows on
Aug. 16 at $1,159.60 as the dollar�s run slowed after President Donald Trump
criticized the U.S Federal Reserve for raising interest rates at a time when the
government was trying to stimulate the economy.

n Gold is highly sensitive to rising rates, which lift the opportunity cost of holding
non-yielding assets such as bullion, while boosting the dollar, in which it is
priced.

n      China�s net gold imports via Hong Kong fell about 45% in July from the previous
month amid lacklustre demand. A stronger dollar dampens demand for gold
by making it more expensive for buyers holding other currencies.

Gold markets continue to be resilient, rallying quite

nicely as the US dollar continues to fall in value. The

$1220 level offers minor resistance, but Economists

think at this point the market will probably go looking

towards $1225 level, possibly even the $1250 level.

At this point, it�s only a matter of time before it get

some type of clarity on the longer-term outlook for the

market. The market will continue to move in verse of

the US dollar as it typically does, so it�s only a matter

of time before currency markets start to show a

correction of the overall strength of the US dollar. After

all, it had rallied rather significantly, and the greenback

had gotten a bit expensive for its own good. However,

gold has a way to go to the upside. At this point the

market will continue to find reasons to get rid of the

greenback if it can, because quite frankly there is more

risk appetite out there that there once was.
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n Gold prices slipped today as the dollar pared

losses after reaching its lowest level since Aug.

2

n Investors interpreted the deal as a softening of
trade tensions that have dominated the market

n Gold had logged a gain of about 2.5% last week,

the first weekly rise in seven

n The precious metal keeps the bullish momentum

intact amid flattening of the US yield curve

n The U.S Dollar Index, which tracks the dollar
against a basket of other currencies, was up 0.2%
to 94.82
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n       Oil prices dipped today, weighed down by gradually rising output from producer
club OPEC but supported by supply risks from places such as Venezuela,
Africa and Iran.

n        International Brent crude oil futures were at $76.14 per barrel, down 7 cents

from their last close. U.S West Texas Intermediate crude futures were down

11 cents at $68.76 per barrel.

n The monitoring committee of the OPEC found that oil producers participating
in a supply-reduction agreement, which includes non-OPEC member Russia,
cut output in July by 9 percent more than called for.

n OPEC and its allies agreed in late 2016 to cut output from 2017 by around 1.8
million barrels per day (bpd) versus October 2016 levels. Venezuelan crude
oil exports had halved in the previous two years to just 1 million bpd by mid-
2018, according to trade flow data.

n U.S oil prices added to gains from last week when they ended a string of weekly
declines on lower U.S oil inventories and a decline in the Baker Hughes weekly
oil rig count, pointing to tightening U.S output.

n Crude oil prices have successfully held the $65-dollar range and are now
poised to test the higher end of the trading range. It look for prices to move
back to the low $70 range with Brent spiking towards the $80 range.

n Opec and non-OPEC members achieved a 109% compliance rate with the
production-cut agreement, below the 120% rate seen June, when OPEC and
non-OPEC members agreed to return to 100% compliance with oil output cuts

that began in January 2017.

The WTI Crude Oil market when sideways overall

during trading yesterday, as it continue to dance around

the $69 level. Economists think a short-term pullback

may be in order though, perhaps reaching down to

$68 underneath. The $68 level was previously resistive,

so it would make sense that �market memory� dictates

that it find buyers in this region. The short-term pullbacks

should attract enough attention, because quite frankly

the US dollar has been rolling over, and if trade talks

can continue with the Chinese, that will ensure that

trade could continue to strengthen. Brent markets also

when sideways overall during trading on Monday, as

the market is digesting some of the recent gains. It

hovered near the $76 level, and the $75 level

underneath is essentially support just waiting to happen,

as it was previous resistance. US dollar falling also

helped the Brent market.

n Oil prices edged lower today despite the

International Energy Agency (IEA) warned of

further supply disruptions

n The weaker U.S-dollar helped commodities in

general

n The U.S oil price's ability to remain above $65 a

barrel during declines earlier this month

n China, the world's largest oil importer, to cut crude

purchases as its economy would likely face further

pressure

n Iran remains the largest risk factor on the supply

side of the market
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n        Silver prices were modestly up yesterday. Some follow-through buying interest
from Friday�s solid gains and a lower U.S dollar index on this day worked in
favor of the precious metals market bulls. However, with the world marketplace
quieter to start the trading week and with little risk aversion among investors
gain in the safe-haven metals were limited.

n Silver futures tilted lower in Asian trade as the dollar index climbed from August
2 lows for the first session in three, as traders await US trade and housing data
later today.

n Silver futures due in December shed 0.15% to $14.95 an ounce, while the
dollar index rose 0.08% to 94.86 against an array of major currencies, marking
four-week highs.

n Markets await US goods trade data, with the balance expected to register a
deficit of $68.6 billion in July, up from $67.9 billion in June, while wholesale
inventories are expected to have increased 0.1% in July.

n U.S stock indexes are solidly higher and set new record highs today, underscoring
the keener risk appetite that is in the marketplace at present. However, silver
bulls are wondering if the historically turbulent months of September and
October that are now right around the corner will provide some upside potential.

n     The S&P House Price Index is expected to haven risen 6.4% y/y in June,
slowing down from 6.5%, while an index that tracks consumer confidence is
estimated at 126.6 in August, down from 127.4 in July.

n However, the US-China trade talks conducted a few days ago failed to stop
new 25% US tariffs on $16 billion worth of Chinese imports, with Chinese
retaliating with similar measures, escalating a long-standing trade dispute
between the world's two largest economies.

Silver markets rallied to kick off the week and

continue to show signs of life. At this point it�s all

about the US dollar, and the great proxy or even

secondary indicator for this market is what the

EUR/USD pair is doing. If it is rallying, then typically

silver will rally as well as it works against the value

of the dollar. Economists think pullbacks will find

plenty of support near the $14.75 level, and

eventually it will try to break above the $17 handle.

Until then, expect a lot of volatility but that�s nothing

new for the silver market as it tends to move around

quite rapidly. Short-term investors should probably

keep the position size small as the volatility will be

rather drastic, but ultimately it is trying to form some

type of bottoming pattern.  For longer-term there is

a lot of support underneath at the $14 level.

n Spot silver was down 0.3 percent at $14.81, after
hitting its highest since Aug. 15 at $14.92
yesterday

n The net short in silver increased to 27,717 futures
contracts from 22,291 the week before

n The latest Commitment of investors report showed

a slowdown in the short assault on the silver price

n Money managers continued to add to their net
bearish positioning in silver as the U.S dollar
index has also dropped lower

n December Comex silver was last up $0.059 at

$14.965 an ounce
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